PALM VALLEY ELEMENTARY PTO’S
Redemption Collection Information for 2018-2019 school year
Clipping and turning in your Box Tops, Tyson labels, and Coca-Cola codes:
•

Look for participating products. Before you throw away or recycle empty bags, bottles, boxes, and
containers, be sure to check for Box Tops clips, Tyson labels, or Coke codes to cut and save! A
complete list of participating products can be found on the Box Tops website (www.btfe.com), the
Tyson website (http://projectaplus.tyson.com), and the Coca-Cola Give website (https://us.cocacola.com/give). Here are some examples of what you are looking for:
BOXTOPS:

TYSON:

COKE:

•

Cut and save any you may have. Please be sure to remove the clip, label, or code carefully so that
all needed numbers / information is present. It is not necessary that these be trimmed, although it
is certainly appreciated! All clips, labels, and codes may be bagged together, in any quantity.

•

Label and submit your bag. Students can turn in their bags of clips, labels, and codes in their
classrooms at any point. Again, any amount in the bag is ok - collect however many you can!
Before you turn them in, please make sure the bag is clearly labeled (either on the bag itself or on a
slip of paper in the bag) with the student’s FULL name and their teacher’s name, so that your child
can receive credit for prizes and incentives for participating.

Collection of Box Tops clips, Tyson labels, and Coca-Cola codes:
•

Bags will be gathered from the collection containers on the last school day of each month. The
days will be as follows: August 30th, September 28th, October 31st, November 30th, December 21st,
January 31st, February 28th, March 29th, April 30th, and May 24th.

Student awards and incentives for participating:
•

Small prizes will be given every month to each student that has submitted any redemptions.

•

There will also be 5 special events that students can earn participation in by bringing the indicated
amount of Box Tops clips, Tyson labels, or Coca-Cola codes by the given date:

* Fall Bonus Recess = 25 points (clips, labels, codes)
- submitted by August 30th

* Craft Party = 50 points
- submitted by October 31st

* 100th Day Party with the Principal = 100 points
- submitted by December 21st

* Spring Bonus Recess = 25 points
- submitted by February 28th

* End of the Year Party = 50 points
- submitted by April 30th
o Redemption clips, labels, and codes work like a points system – they can be earned,
spent, and saved. Each event requires a separate number of points, which cannot
overlap or count towards more than one incentive. If a student has submitted enough to
earn the incentive (by the designated deadline), then those points are deducted after
they attend the event. If a student does not have enough to earn the current incentive
or turns in more than they need to earn that incentive, then those points stay in the
bank and roll over towards the next event.
o We will keep track of each student’s total. Each Box Top clip, Tyson label, or Coke code is
worth 1 point. Bonus Box Tops are valued as indicated (for example, 3 Bonus Box Tops
would equal 3 points). Any expired Box Tops or incomplete clips, labels, or codes will not
count. You can email redemptions anytime to find out your child’s balance.

o If your child is saving for a specific incentive, please indicate that on the bag, or send
an email to redemptions.pvepto@gmail.com. Otherwise, it will be assumed that they
wish to apply their points to the next incentive that they have enough to earn.

Thank you for supporting PVE with your participation in these programs!
If you have any questions, please email us at redemptions.pvepto@gmail.com

